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In this publication is presented a three-dimensional quantum mechanical study, within the coupled
states approximation, of the process H1H2

1(v150,j 1)→H11H2. Both reactive~exchange! and
inelastic processes were considered. The main findings are:~a! The charge transfer process takes
place at large distances (;3.5 Å) and so the reagents are essentially on the lower potential energy
surface when they approach the close interaction region;~b! The main contributions to the reaction
~exchange! are from large impact parameters;~c! The initial rotational states have at most a minor
effect on the results~whether being charge transfer or chemical exchange!; ~d! The deep potential
well in the interaction region of the lower surface has only a secondary effect on the results.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00829-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Of the three-body charged atomic interactions,
(H1H2)

1 system is the most extensively studied, both e
perimentally and theoretically.1–12Although it is the simplest
system of its kind~it is made up of three protons and tw
electrons!, the scientific variety of possibilities encountere
here is tremendous. The low energy interactions between
five particles may lead to vibrational and/or rotational ene
transfer, and/or to chemical exchange process, and/o
charge transfer with or without a chemical exchange. Mo
over, this system, more than most known tri-atom~or ion-
molecule! systems is characterized by a deep potential w
(;4.2 eV) in the interaction region,1,6~a!,10 which may affect
the dynamics of the system.

To study charge transfer processes one must cons
several potential energy surfaces~PES! interacting among
themselves. The study may be performed within either
adiabatic or the diabatic representation.13 The two differ in
the way one treats the PESs. Within the adiabatic repre
tation the PESs are the electronic eigenvalues that fol
from the Born–Oppenheimer~BO! treatment,14 and the cou-
plings, called the nonadiabatic coupling terms, have th
origin in the momenta of the moving atoms~ions!. Within
the diabatic representation one considers a full~square! po-
tential matrix~in contrast to the diagonal matrix in the adi
batic representation!, where the diagonal elements are t
PESs and the off-diagonal elements the coupling ter
Thus, the diabatic representation is characterized by the
that the previously mentioned dynamic coupling terms
eliminated. The connection between the two representat
was worked out, by Baer, some time ago.15

The charge transfer process belongs to a wider grou
processes that are accompanied by electronic~nonadiabatic!
transitions. Over the years, several approaches were d
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (5), 1 August 1997 0021-9606/97/107(5)/14
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oped to treat these processes, ranging from the quasiclas
trajectory surface hopping~TSH! approach,6~a!,16 through the
semiclassical time-dependent approach,17 to the quantum-
mechanical~QM! approach.18 As for QM treatments, it is
interesting to mention the recent novel QM approach by M
raleset al.,18~g! who treat the electrons and the heavy p
ticles simultaneously and democratically. Our own gro
pursues the ‘‘traditional’’ QM approach, on which th
present numerical study is based.18~d!

The (H1H2)
1 system was treated by us on several o

casions. In the mid-1970s we performed the first compl
QM study for the two~collinear! coupled processes:

H11H2→ H H1H2
1 ; ~charge transfer!,

H21H1; ~chemical exchange!,
~I!

and obtained the various transition probabilities.9 In the late
1980s we performed a detailed three-dimensional~3D! cal-
culation within the infinite-order-sudden-approximatio
~IOSA!, at a high energy (;20 eV), for the two nonreactive
processes11

H11H2~n150!→ H H1H2
1~n f8!; ~charge transfer!,

H11H2~n f !; ~energy transfer!.
~II !

The QM inelastic and charge transfer vibrational different
cross sections were compared with the experimental dat
Toennieset al.,5 and very encouraging results were obtaine

The present study differs from the previous studies
several respects:

~a! This is the first time that we consider the reactions

H1H2
1~n150,j 1!

→ HH11H2~n2 , j 2!; ~charge transfer!,
H21H1; ~chemical exchange!.

~ IIIa!

~ IIIb !
145151/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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1452 Last, Gilibert, and Baer: The H1H2
1→H21H1 system
Here and in what follows, the index 1 will label th
~upper! electronic state, namely, the H1H2

1 arrange-
ment channel~AC!, and the index 2, the~lower! elec-
tronic state, namely, the H11H2 AC.

~b! In contrast with the previous reduced dimensiona
treatments~collinear or IOSA! for the (H1H2)

1 sys-
tem, this will be the first 3-mathematical dimension
~3MD! treatment carried out within the coupled stat
approximation.19

The paper is organized in the following way: in the ne
section we briefly describe the PESs that govern the mo
of the interacting atoms~ions!, in the third section the theory
is briefly presented, in the fourth a few numerical details
given, the fifth presents the results, and the last chapter
sents the conclusions.

II. THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

The 232 potential matrix employed in the present tre
ment follows from a 333 diatomic-in-molecules~DIM ! po-
tential matrix as constructed by Tully and Preston.6~a! We
will not go into detail about how this 232 PES matrix is
formed, nor how it was modified for our purposes, beca
these details were reported several times in the past@the most
complete description can be found in Refs. 11~b! and 12#.
Here are presented only part of the adiabatic electro
vibrational states along the translational coordinateR of the
reagents, as calculated separately for each of the rele
PES ~see Fig. 1!. The emphasis is on those states that
within the studied energy range (2.15<Etot<2.3 eV) and
that are located at the curve crossing region. The surface

FIG. 1. Electro-vib-rotational curves as calculated for each surface s
rately. The numbers on the left side refer to the upper surface. The num
on the right side refer to the lower surface.~---! Upper surface (H1H2

1)
curves.~—! Lower surface (H11H2) curves.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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about 2 eV apart and the exothermicity for the charge tra
fer process is about 1.8 eV. The charge transfer process t
place at a seam which is located along the translational
ordinateR at ~more or less! a fixed value of the vibrationa
coordinater51.32 Å. More than two decades ago it wa
established9 that thevibrational nonadiabatic coupling term
is the main term responsible for the charge transfer; its fo
is bell shaped~with the peak at the seam! and it becomes
narrower~and higher! as theR increases. In the asymptoti
region this vibrational nonadiabatic coupling term can
shown to become ad function.9

III. THEORY

The theoretical section is divided into two parts: in t
first are summarized some of the main ideas of the quan
mechanical~QM! approach as we apply it to the single
surface case, and in the second the extension of this appr
to the multi-surface case is presented.

A. The single-surface approach to treating chemical
reactions (Ref. 20)

The approach presented here is applicable for ca
where only state-selected reactive probabilities are requi
In such a case one employs negative imaginary poten
~NIP! that decouple arrangement channels~AC!21 so that
only state-to-state nonreactiveS-matrix elements are
calculated.20 The expression that yields the require
S-matrix element is

S~ t←t0!5$d tt02 i ^c tuVtuC t0
&%exp~ iw t!, ~1!

wherec t is a solution of an unperturbed Schro¨dinger equa-
tion ~SE!, namely,

~E2H0t!c t50. ~2!

C t0
is a solution of the full SE, namely,

~E2H !C t0
50. ~3!

Vt is a ~t-dependent! perturbation potential defined as

Vt5H2H0t . ~4!

H0t is an unperturbed~t-dependent elastic! Hamiltonian,w t

is the tth ~elastic! phase shift,t designates a set of quantu
numbers, (n, j ,J,V), related to the AC under consideratio
and t0 describes a set of quantum numbers related to
initial state.

The reactive transition probability is obtained from th
expression

Preact512(
t

uS~ t←t0!u2. ~5!

To calculate theS matrix elements we first calculat
C t0

. This is done by employing the perturbative-type a
proach, namely, by presentingC t0

as a sum of two
functions:20

C t0
5x t0

1c t0
, ~6!

a-
ers
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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1453Last, Gilibert, and Baer: The H1H2
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wherec t0
is the solution of Eq.~2! andx t0

can be shown to
be the solution of the inhomogeneous equation

~E2H !x t0
5Vt0

c t0
. ~7!

The last step in this derivation is the conversion of E
~7!, which describes inelastic processes only, to an equa
that describes exchange processes as well. For this pur
one adds the required NIPs, in anad hocway, to the left-
hand side of Eq.~7!. In the present case the linea
Neuhauser–Baer NIP is employed. It is of the form21~b!

uI~r !5H 2 iu0t
r2r I
Dr I

; r I<r<r I1Dr I ,

0; otherwise.
~8!

This completes the theoretical background for the sing
surface case.

B. The multi-surface approach to treating chemical
reactions [Ref. 18(d)]

To study charge transfer processes taking place du
molecular collisions it is necessary to consider several PE
In general one can perform such a study within the adiab
or the diabatic representation. In the present case the dia
framework is assumed, and therefore the charge transfer
cesses are due to potential coupling. In other words, the t
sitions among the different electronic states are caused by
nonzero off-diagonal terms of a square potential matrixU of
the orderN ~N is the number of electronic states included
the treatment!.

We consider the following SE:

~EI2H!Ct0
~ i !50, ~9!

whereE is the energy,I is the unity matrix,H is the Hamil-
tonian in a (N3N) matrix form, i.e.,

H5TI1U. ~10!

T is the kinetic operator andCt0
( i ) is the total nuclear wave

function presented as a column vector withN elements of the
form C t0

( j i ) . Here the indicesj and i designate electronic

states:i—on the right-hand side—stands for an initial ele
tronic state, andj—on the left-hand side—stands for a fin
electronic state.

To solve Eq.~9! we apply, like in the single-surfac
case, the perturbative approach. As a result the~column!
functionCt0

( i ) is written in the form

Ct0
~ i !5ct0

~ i !1xt0
~ i ! . ~11!

Herect0
( i ) is the unperturbed column vector with the eleme

c t0
( j i ) defined as

c t0
~ j i !5d j ic t0

~ i ! , ~12!

wherec t0
( i ) is the solution of the~single-surface! SE

~E2Ht0
~ i !!c t0

~ i !50, ~13!

andHt0
( i ) is given in the form
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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Ht0
~ i !5T1Wt0

~ i ! . ~14!

HereWt0
( i ) is the i th unperturbed~elastic! potential.

Substituting Eq.~11! in Eq. ~9! yields the inhomoge-
neous equation forxt0

( i ) , the perturbed part of the total wav

functionCt0
( i ) , namely

~EI2H!xt0
~ i !5Vt0

~ i !c t0
~ i ! , ~15!

wherec t0
( i ) ~which is a function, not a matrix! was introduced

through Eq.~13! andVt0
( i ) , the perturbation matrix, is a singl

column matrix defined as

Vt0
~ i !5U~ i !2Wt0

~ i ! . ~16!

HereU( i ) is thei th column ofU, andWt0
( i ) is a column matrix

with the matrix elementsWt0
( j i ) defined as

Wt0
~ j i !5d j iWt0

~ i ! . ~17!

Equation~15! describes nonreactive scattering process
To include the exchange~reactive! AC, the appropriate NIPs
are added to the diagonal elements ofH, thus formingHI .

Once Eq.~15! is solved we can calculate the require
inelastic and charge transferS-matrix elements. In a previou
publication18~d! it was shown that they are given in the for

S~ j t j← i t 0i !5H d j id t j t0i2 i S ^c t j
~ j !uVi j

~ j !uC t j t0i
~ j i ! &

1(
kÞ j

^c t j
~ j !uUjkuC tkt0i

~ki ! & D J exp~ iw t j
~ j !!,

~18!

wherew t j
( j ) is the elastic phase shift related toc t j

( j ) .

Having all the charge transfer and inelasticS-matrix el-
ements we can calculate the total state-selected rea
probabilities:

P~ i t 0i !512(
j

(
t j

P~ j t j← i t 0i !, ~19!

where

P~ j t j← i t 0i !5uS~ j t j← i t 0i !u2. ~20!

This completes the theoretical background.

IV. NUMERICAL COMMENTS

To carry out the calculations, the translational axisR in
the range 0.76–5.5 Å is divided into;60 grid points~sec-
tors!. Attached to each grid point are a translational functi
~a Gaussian! and a set of electro-vib-rotational bas
functions.22 To present these basis functions,;25 sine func-
tions defined along the vibrational coordinater in the range
0.4–2.8 Å, and;25 Legendre polynomials with respect
the angleg(5R̂• r̂ ) were used for each surface. The numb
of basis functions employed in the expansion of each of
functionsC t0

( j i ) ; i , j51,2 ~i designates an initial electroni

state! is controlled by a single energy valueEcut such that the
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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1454 Last, Gilibert, and Baer: The H1H2
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expansion includes all basis (r ,g) functions with eigenval-
ues lower thanEcut. In the present caseEcut was assumed to
be 2.61 eV~measured from the bottom of the lower surfac!,
and consequently the total number of basis functions
cluded in the expansion~for the two surfaces! was;6000. In
other words, in order to obtain the requiredS matrix ele-
ments we had to solve;6000 algebraic complex equation
for each energy, for eachJ, and for each value ofV. The
solution was done by employing the LU decompositi
method.

To form absorbing boundary conditions we used th
Neuhauser–Baer linear ramp NIPs, two to decouple
translational asymptotic regions of the two electronic sta
namely, H11H2 and H1H2

1, and one along the vibrationa
coordinate of the lower surface to decouple the~reactive!
exchange ACs. No vibrational NIP was assumed alongr at
the upper surface, as this surface is nonreactive. The pa
eters for the NIPs are:Dr I;1.0 Å, DRI;0.7 Å, u0r5u0R
50.4 eV for the lower surface, andDRI50.8 Å, u0R
50.15 eV for the upper one.

It is important to emphasize that the numerical valu
attached to each of the parameters followed a lengthy
careful numerical study that guaranteed converged result
to a few percent.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Introductory remarks

In the following discussion section we distinguish b
tween three different kinds of processes:~a! the total charge
transfer ~TCT! process; ~b! the reactive charge transfe
~RCT! process, i.e., a reactive process that follows the cha
transfer process; and~c! the nonreactive charge transf
~NRCT! process, i.e., an inelastic process that follows
charge transfer process. The TCT process is the one
scribed by the equation H1H2

1(v I50,j l)→H11H2. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the present study is performe
the low energy region~i.e., 2.15<Etot<2.30 eV!, for which
a direct chemical exchange process is impossible becaus
barrier height on the upper surface is about 2 eV~so alto-
gether.4 eV!. Since the charge transfer process takes pl
at large distances~see Fig. 1!, the reagents approach the i
timate interaction region when they are already on the lo
PES. Thus, to study the reactive exchange process in
system, we do not have reagent molecules H2 in a given
initial state, but rather we have them distributed amon
large number of vib-rotational states. This fact complica
the analysis of the results and consequently we are no
ways able to explain every outcome.

B. J -dependent probabilities

In Fig. 2 opacity~namelyJ-dependent! functions for the
RCT and the NRCT processes as calculated atEtot52.3 eV
are presented. Figure 2~a! shows the original~untreated!
probability functions and Fig. 2~b! shows the functions fol-
lowing a three-point progressive smoothing process. T
smoothing was done to emphasize the differences in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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J-dependence of the two competing processes~the sum of
the RCT and the NRCT probabilities, which equal the TC
probability, is only a weakly dependent function ofJ!. It is
noticed that the exchange process is very efficient whenJ is
large, but the efficiency decreases significantly asJ becomes
small. The reason for this phenomenon is connected with
deep potential well in the interaction region~of the lower
PES!. This well, which is more than 4 eV deep, has on
limited dimensions in configuration space. For lowJ values
~small impact parameters!, the potential well is effective: it
accelerates the reagents~which move on the lower surfac
because the charge transfer process occurred at la
distances—see Fig. 1! and in so doing it shortens the conta
time between them, decreasing the exchange process p
ability. At high J-values~large impact parameters! the po-
tential well is not encountered and the reagents are not
celerated, thus leading to large exchange probabilities. S
the TCT probability is only weakly dependent onJ, and
since the sum of the RCT and the NRCT probabilities
equal to the TCT probability, large RCT probabilities lead
small NRCT probabilities andvice versa for small RCT
probabilities.

In Fig. 3 are presented final vibrational distributions f
the NRCT process: H1H2

1(v150)→H11H2(v2) calculated
as a function ofJ for Etot52.3 eV. It is noticed that at low
J values, for which the RCT process is not efficient, thev2
52–4 are the most populated states. However, asJ in-
creases, we already know that the RCT process beco

FIG. 2. Opacity functions~J- dependent probability functions! as calculated
for j 150 andEtot52.3 eV. ~a! The original functions~untouched!. ~b! The
three-point progressive smoothed functions.~d! Reactive~RCT! probabili-
ties. ~s! Nonreactive~NRCT! probabilities.
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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FIG. 3. Nonreactive~NCRT! vibrational opacity functions as calculated forj 150 andEtot52.3 eV: ~a! v250; ~b! v251; ~c! v252; ~d! v253; ~e! v2
54.
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enhanced, and as a result the population of these state
creases significantly. It is also seen that the lower sta
namely,v250,1 which anyhow are only weakly populate
are not much affected by the chemical exchange. One of
more interesting features seen here is the large resonanc
v254 at almost the edge of theJ range. Such unexpecte
large charge transfer probabilities at the edge of the ac
J range seem to be quite common; we encountered a sim
phenomenon in our QM study of the~Ar1H2!

1 system.23

More detailed information is presented in Fig. 4. He
we show, for differentJ values, final rotational state distr
butions as calculated forv251,3 and forEtot52.3 eV. It
seems to us that the processes for this system are too
plicated to yield any meaningful information on the fin
rotational distributions, and that therefore no firm stateme
can be made regarding these distributions.

C. State-selected and state-to-state cross sections

In Table I are presented energy-dependent cross sec
as a function of the initial rotational states for the three typ
of charge transfer processes, namely, TCT, RCT, and NR
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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It is noticed that in general the RCT and the NRCT cro
sections are of similar magnitudes, with a slight advantag
the NRCT process. It is only when the translational energ
are very low~namely when for a given, low total energy w
start with a high rotational state! that the NRCT cross sec
tions are larger than the RCT cross sections.

In Fig. 5 the corresponding energy-dependent cross
tions for j 150,3 are shown. The following is to be noted:~a!
The RCT process is, at most, weakly dependent on the
ergy, whether starting withj 150 or with j 153. ~b! The
same holds for the TCT and the NRCT forj 150, but sig-
nificant energy dependence is observed forj 153, in particu-
lar, at the low energy region. The low energy dependence
j 153 is not caused by the rotational motion but is mainly
result of the very low translational energy, which enable
longer contact time between the reagents, thus increasing
probability for the TCT process.

Figure 6 shows the same three kinds of cross sectio
but as a function of initial rotational statesj 1 . In general, the
dependence onj 1 is weak for all three processes, except f
the lowest energy (Etot52.15 eV), for which relatively large
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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FIG. 4. Nonreactive~NRCT! final rotational probability functions as calculated for differentJ values and forj 150 andEtot52.3 eV: ~a! v253; ~b! v2
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TCT cross sections are observed for the reasons given a
~namely, low translational energy!. We still have to explain
why it is that the RCT cross sections decrease asj 1 in-
creases. This fact is seen in both Figs. 5 and 6, the rea
being that the higherj 1 the lower the translational energ
~for a given total energy!. This fact prevents highJs from
contributing to the TCT process. As was explained abo
~see Fig. 2!, the main relative contributions to the RCT pr
cess come fromhigh J values, and their range decreases
j 1 increases. The fact that no consistent picture is obtai

TABLE I. Total state-selected cross section (Å2).

Process j 1 \ Etot 2.15a 2.20 2.25 2.30

0 48.6 39.2 38.4 34.0
RCT 1 43.9 37.3 38.4 36.4

2 29.4 32.9 36.1 34.1
3 29.8 35.4 30.8 26.7

0 29.7 26.5 25.2 25.3
NRCT 1 37.8 28.0 25.3 23.0

2 50.6 34.5 29.4 26.0
3 68.1 35.2 30.7 30.1

0 78.3 65.7 63.6 59.3
TCT 1 81.7 65.3 63.7 59.4

2 80.0 67.4 65.5 60.1
3 97.9 70.6 61.5 56.8

aValues in eV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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for the energy dependence of the RCT cross sections is
cause of the competition between two contradictory sit
tions; overall, decreasing the energy yields larger TCT cr
sections, but the relative contribution of the largeJs de-
creases due to the rotational barrier.

Figure 7 presents final vibrational distributions for th
NRCT process, as calculated forj 150,2 andEtot52.3 eV
~all results are normalized so that cross sections atv253 are
one!. It is clearly evident that the most populated state
v253. This is somewhat surprising becausev254 is really
the electro-vibrational state with the largest number and m
favorable crossings with the reagents electronic states~see
Fig. 1!. It is the most favorable one because the (j 1
50→ j 250) and the (j 150→ j 252) matrix elements are
expected to be much larger than a (j 150→ j 258) matrix
element, as is required for the transition tov253 to occur.
That thev253 state is nevertheless the most populated s
probably results from the strong interactions at close pr
imity that causes the population ofv254 to decrease in fa-
vor of the lower vibrational states. The first one to gain fro
this is the state closest tov254, namely,v253, and there-
after in decreasing order,v252,1 and finallyv250.

In Fig. 8 are presented final rotational distributions f
different final vibrational states, as calculated atEtot

52.3 eV. The distributions cannot always be easily e
plained. In general one would expect the higher rotatio
states to be more populated than the lower ones. This
found to be the case forv250,1 but not forv252,3. In
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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1457Last, Gilibert, and Baer: The H1H2
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particular it is somewhat of a surprise to find that the st
j 258 of v253 is so poorly populated, although it is the sta
that crosses the upper electronic surface~see Fig. 1!. How-
ever, we want to concentrate on what happens atv254.
Here, for the total energy considered, we have only two o
states, namely,j 250,2. It is noticed that whenj 150, the
most populated state isj 250, and whenj 152, the most
populated state isj 252. These two facts, in addition to wha
we found for (v253, j 258! tell us that the charge transfe
process in this system is really mainly done throughv254.
As a result, whenj 150 the j 250 state is the most populate
state because the largest transition potential matrix elem
is $(v150,j 150),(v254,j 250)% and when j 152, the j 2
52 state becomes the most populated state because
$(v150,j 152),(v254,j 252)% transition potential matrix
element is the largest~probably even larger than the$(v1
50,j 152),(v254,j 250)% matrix element!.

To derive the charge transfer cross sections forj 1Þ0 we
had to calculate charge transfer cross sections foruVu values
.0. In Fig. 9 these cross sections are shown for the T
RCT, and NRCT processes as calculated forj 153 and for
two energies, namely,Etot52.2, 2.3 eV. As can be seen,
most a weak dependence onuVu is obtained. This result is no
surprising for the TCT and NRCT processes, but somew

FIG. 5. Energy-dependent state selected cross sections as calculate
different initial rotational states:~a! Nonreactive~NRCT! cross sections;~b!
Reactive~RCT! cross sections;~c! Total charge transfer~TCT! cross sec-
tions. ~d! j 150 results.~s! j 153 results.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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unexpected for the RCT. Nevertheless, even for that proc
the dependence is weak. The main reason is that by far
largest contributions to the RCT process come from largJ
values, much larger than the largestuVu value, which in this
particular case isuVu53.

forFIG. 6. Initial rotational state selected cross sections as calculated for
ferent energies:~a! Nonreactive~NRCT! cross sections;~b! Reaction~RCT!
cross sections;~c! Total charge transfer~TCT! cross sections.~d! Etot

52.15 eV; ~s! Etot52.20 eV, ~1! Etot52.25 eV, ~L! Etot52.30 eV.

FIG. 7. Nonreactive~NRCT! final vibrational distribution as calculated fo
Etot52.3 eV: ~d! j 150; ~s! j 152.
, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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FIG. 8. Final rotational state distribution~NRCT cross sections! as calculated for different final vibrational states and for different initial rotational states
results are forEtot52.20 eV. ~a! j 150; ~b! j 152.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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1→H21H1 system
VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed study of charge tran
and chemical exchange processes for the title system.
analyzed the main charge transfer process, nam
H1H2

1(v150,j 1)→H11H2 and devoted a lot of effort to
understanding the partitioning between products that rec
from each other following an exchange process~RCT! and
those which recede without exchange~NRCT!. Our main
findings are as follows:

~a! The charge transfer process takes place at large
tances (;3.5 Å) and so the reagents are essentially
the lower PES when they approach the close inter
tion region.

~b! The~reactive! exchange process takes place when m
of the reagents are in highly vibrationally excite
states.

~c! The main contributions to the exchange process
from large impact parameters, and consequently the
fect of the potential well on the exchange process
only secondary because of its limited spatial dime
sions.

~d! We found that most of the receding nonreactive2
molecules are in highly vibrationally excited states, b
only in low rotationally excited states.

~e! We found that the initial rotational state of the H2
1 ions

for a given translational energy has only a minor effe
on the various processes that take place.

~f! The results are essentially insensitive to the value ofV,
namely to the direction of the reagents’ approach.

FIG. 9. V-dependent cross sections as calculated forj 153 and for different
energies.~d! Total charge transfer~TCT! cross sections;~s! Reactive
charge transfer~RCT! cross sections;~L! Nonreactive charge transfe
~NRCT! cross sections;~a! Results forEtot52.20 eV; ~b! Results forEtot

52.30 eV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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We hope that this study contributes significantly to t
understanding of the processes that were considered for
particular system as well for other similar cases.
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